MOMONDO LAUNCHES NEW (BETA) SEARCH ENGINE FOR MULTI-DESTINATION
ROUND TRIPS

London & Copenhagen 26th July 2011: www.momondo.com the much praised Danish travel
meta-search site which joined the Cheapflights Media stable earlier this year has launched a new
search engine enabling users to search for round trips with several stop-overs. The initiative makes it
possible to search flights with multiple destinations in just one search and compare the best prices for
the total trip.
The multi-destination search engine is a new addition to Momondo’s travel search product that
previously only offered one-way and return trips on flights.
”We’ve got millions of users worldwide and thousands have requested an easy and fast way to find
the best offers on round trips and more complex flight tickets. That is why we’ve put a lot of knowhow and resources into developing our new search engine, which we’ve launched in a beta version”,
says Martin Lumbye, partner in Momondo.
Examples of round trips could be flying from London to Paris and further on to Rome from where
one flies home, or it could be flying to New York, take a road trip to California and flying back from
Los Angeles.
Previously a user had to spend a long time conducting several searches between the respective cities
to get a full overview of the entire round trip. With Momondo’s new search engine the user can get
an overview of the best prices for the entire round trip in just one search. All the user has to do is
enter the destinations once and Momondo will aggregate and compare the best prices on flights
across more that 700 online travel agencies and airlines.
Try the new search engine in a BETA version here: http://www.momondo.com/Multi_city.aspx
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About Momondo:
Momondo is a travel search engine founded in 2006 by experienced people from the travel industry
and skilled programmers with a passion for new technology and travelling. The search engine finds
and compares the best offers on flights, hotels and car rental and link to the suppliers. In addition to
offering online search Momondo provides user-generated city guides and is one of the largest
publishers of print guidebooks in Denmark.
Momondo searches more than 700 travel sites and has been recommended by international media
such as The New York Times, CNN and The London Sunday Times.

